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VEDEM UNDERGROUND
FEATURED AT THE HOLOCAUST MUSEUM & COHEN EDUCATION CENTER
Exhibit celebrates the longest-running underground magazine regularly produced by Nazi
camp prisoners
Terezin Ghetto’s secret society of teenage boys published 83 weekly issues totaling 800 pages
NAPLES, FL – The Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center is honored to feature
VEDEM UNDERGROUND: The Secret Magazine of the Terezin Ghetto (1942-1944) from
November 2, 2021, through February 28, 2022. “Named one of the Smithsonian’s 10 “Don’t
Miss…” new exhibits for Winter 2017, VEDEM UNDERGROUND, produced by the VEDEM
Foundation, is an art installation that deconstructs and reinterprets the literary work of the teenage
Jewish creators of the longest-running underground magazine in a Nazi camp. From 1942 to
1944, Vedem (“In the Lead” in Czech) chronicled life within the walls of Czechoslovakia’s
Terezin Ghetto, and was a symbol of protest, rebellion and creative activism by some of the era’s
youngest resistance fighters. Inspired by Vedem’s invaluable lessons about the necessity of free
speech and the dangers of propaganda and censorship, the exhibit premiered at the Simon
Wiesenthal Center’s Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles in 2016, and has since been presented
in cities such as Atlanta, Austin, Dallas, Houston, Sacramento and Portland, Oregon.
Using a combination of pop-art graphics, archival photographs and cartoons, as well as the prose
and poetry created by the magazine’s contributors, VEDEM UNDERGROUND celebrates the
artistic and cultural legacy of Vedem by breaking down its 83 weekly issues totaling 800 pages,
then reconstructing them in the form of a contemporary magazine.
VEDEM UNDERGROUND was produced and curated by Rina Taraseiskey, whose grandfather
led the resistance at Lithuania’s Kovno Ghetto, and who is also co-writing the companion book
Vedem Underground: Pages of Resistance and producing the Vedem Underground documentary
film with an Oscar- and Emmy-award winning team; Los Angeles-based art director Michael
Murphy, who conceptualized the exhibit as a merging of punk subculture-inspired art and the
1940s-era ‘zine aesthetic; and Dallas-based writer and journalist Danny King, who is producing
and co-writing the companion book.
“It’s been an honor to showcase the incredibly courageous and creative work by some of the
youngest resistance fighters of the World War II era,” said VEDEM UNDERGROUND producer

and curator Rina Taraseiskey. “These teenage boys refused to give up their identity, their
humanity and their fighting spirit.”
“I was motivated to combine the feel of a 1940s-era ‘zine with something that would be more
relatable today, especially to younger people,” said VEDEM UNDERGROUND creative director
Michael Murphy. “These boys were rebels, so I took a more contemporary, almost punk-rock
approach.”
“These boys were risking their lives in order to do this and they used nicknames to hide their
identities,” said VEDEM UNDERGROUND co-producer Danny King. “Vedem reflected the
stark reality of life inside Terezin, but it was also an escape for them. They expressed their
opinions with humor, cartoons and poetry. They could forget that they were in prison.”
VEDEM UNDERGROUND was the winner of the 2016 WORD Grant: The Bruce Geller
Memorial Prize, a project of American Jewish University’s Institute for Jewish Creativity. The
exhibit has also been generously supported by the Jewish Community Foundation of Los
Angeles. Other support for the project comes from Steven Spielberg’s Righteous Persons
Foundation and the Ziering Family Foundation.
CONTACT:
Rina Taraseiskey
Founder and Executive Director, VEDEM Foundation
vedemunderground@gmail.com
323.397.6423
www.vedemunderground.com.
ABOUT THE HOLOCAUST MUSEUM & COHEN EDUCATION CENTER: Founded in
2001, the Holocaust Museum & Cohen Education Center has a unique beginning as a 7th grade
classroom project about the Holocaust at Golden Gate Middle School. Today, the Holocaust
Museum & Education Center has established itself in the community as a source of high quality
education about the importance of respect and the dangers of indifference. With its focus on
education, the Museum's programs reach over 15,000 students each year.
ABOUT THE VEDEM FOUNDATION: The Vedem Foundation produces, operates and
promotes its traveling museum collection about Vedem, the longest underground magazine to be
regularly produced in a Nazi camp. The Foundation aims to provide both the catalyst and tools for
young adults to become creative activists within their communities through innovative
multimedia materials and programming, including books, films and educational programs.

VEDEM: THE UNDERGROUND MAGAZINE OF THE TEREZIN GHETTO
FACT SHEET
• Vedem was produced by a secret society of teenage boy prisoners of the Czech Republic’s
Terezin Ghetto between 1942 and 1944, making it the longest-running underground
magazine regularly produced inside a Nazi camp.
• Vedem’s contributors smuggled supplies from both inside and outside the camp to produce
83 weekly issues totaling 800 pages.
• Of the 40 boys who contributed to Vedem, nine survived the Holocaust.
• Vedem’s editor in chief was Petr Ginz, an artistic prodigy who wrote five novels and
created more than 120 illustrations before being sent to Terezin in 1942. Ginz died in
Auschwitz in 1944.
• The Vedem Foundation debuted the exhibit in May 2016 at the Simon Wiesenthal Center’s
Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles.
• A graphic novel and documentary film about Vedem are both slated for completion in
2022.

VEDEM: THE UNDERGROUND MAGAZINE OF THE TEREZIN GHETTO
PRODUCTION TEAM
Rina Taraseiskey – Creator
The granddaughter of Holocaust survivors, Rina Taraseiskey has produced films since 2000 and
is the founder of Blue Lemon Productions, which is dedicated to creating socially conscious
documentaries and exhibitions. In 2016, Taraseiskey produced and curated a museum exhibit
about the magazine Vedem (“In the Lead” in Czech), a teen-authored magazine that was the only
underground publication to be regularly produced by Nazi concentration camp prisoners. She’s
producing and directing a feature documentary on Vedem that’s slated for release in 2022.
Taraseiskey has also created and produced programs for the Discovery Channel, History Channel,
Style Network, Travel Channel and Fox Kids. Taraseiskey worked on the Oscar-nominated
Holocaust documentary “Prisoner of Paradise” and helped create and implement the international
educational outreach program for the Oscar-winning film “The Last Days.” Her artistic endeavors
also include founding an art gallery featuring emerging artists in Los Angeles. Born in Vilnius,
Lithuania, Taraseiskey, whose grandfather led a Lithuanian partisan group in the Kovno Ghetto,
received an MBA with honors from McGill University, and is fluent in Russian and Hebrew.
Michael Murphy – Creative Director
Michael Murphy has been a design professional in the Los Angeles area since 1997, and has
served as the Vedem Foundation’s creative director since 2015. He is currently an art director for
an advertising agency. His work can be seen at www.seemikerun.com.
Danny King –Writer
Danny King’s journalism career dates back to 1999 and includes work in documentary films,
books, wire services, newspapers, weekly consumer and trade publications, websites, news blogs
and radio. In addition to his work on Vedem Underground, King has served as hotels editor for
Travel Weekly, the West Coast consumer reporter for Bloomberg News and real estate reporter for
the Los Angeles Business Journal. His work has also appeared in the New York Times, Los
Angeles Times, International Herald Tribune, Daily Variety, Seattle Times and Orlando Sentinel.
King has a Masters degree from UCLA and an undergraduate degree from UC Berkeley.
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Breman’s ‘Vedem’ exhibit explores secret teen magazine in Nazi
camp
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By Helena Oliviero, The Atlanta Journal-Constitution
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an underground magazine while

imprisoned inside the walls of the Terezin Ghetto, a Czechoslovakian show camp
designed by the Nazis to hide their plans of mass extermination.
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Living in what was previously a classroom, the boys found a typewriter and started
documenting the daily life and struggles inside the 18th-century walled fortress about
40 miles north of Prague. The publication also revealed the inner thoughts of
teenagers through poetry, illustrations, even jokes.
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The title of the magazine is at the top in black ink and large — Vedem, which means
“in the lead” in Czech.
A powerful new exhibit exploring the magazine, titled “Vedem Underground: The
Secret Magazine of the Terezin Ghetto (1942-1944),” opened this week at the Breman
Museum in Atlanta. The exhibit will be on display through March 10.
The exhibit premiered about two years ago at the Simon Wiesenthal Center’s
Museum of Tolerance in Los Angeles, and since then, it has traveled to other cities
including Houston, Portland, Ore., and Austin, Texas. This marks the ﬁrst time the
exhibit comes to the Southeast. The exhibit, which features reproductions of Vedem,
is an art installation that deconstructs the literary work of the longest-running
underground magazine in a Nazi camp.
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Named one of Smithsonian magazine’s 10 “Don’t Miss” new exhibits for winter 2017,
this exhibit was produced and curated by Rina Taraseiskey, granddaughter of
Holocaust survivors. She is also the executive director of the Vedem Foundation, and
working on producing a documentary about Vedem. For the exhibit, she also worked
with Dallas-based writer and journalist Danny King, who is producing and co-writing
the companion book, and art director Michael Murphy.
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The ﬁrst 30 issues were created using the typewriter. After the ribbon went dry, 53
issues were produced by hand. The weekly issues were accompanied by cartoons
and illustrations — including cartoons about sick prisoners and a cartoon of a guard
staring at a boy. Other art work featured the boys’ hometown of Prague —
landscapes, cafes, a family dog. Here is an excerpt from a poem written by one of the
contributors, Hanus Hachenburg.

What good to mankind is the beauty of science?
What good is the beauty of pretty girls?
What good is a world when there are no rights?
What good is the sun when there is no day?
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As a young child, Petr fell in love with books, and was a prodigy, writing ﬁve novels
before the age of 12. On Oct. 24, 1942, Petr, only 14 years old, was sent to Terezin
(also known by its German name Theresienstadt) for having a Jewish father.
Shortly after his arrival, Petr and other boys started publishing the underground
magazine Vedem, which consisted of over 800 pages over two years. Petr
occasionally paid for articles from other contributors using food that his non-Jewish
mother sent him in packages. Only one copy of each paper was made, and there
would be secret Friday evening readings in their bunkroom.
The editions were later buried in a metal box. They were dug up by a surviving Vedem
writer after the ghetto was liberated.
“The darkened depths of the Kavalir Barracks stink of latrines and are ﬁlled with
physical and mental muck,” wrote Petr. “The only worry is to eat enough, get some
sleep, and what more? An intellectual life? Can anything else exist besides the mere
animal instinct to satisfy bodily needs? Yet, it is possible. Creativity does not perish in
the mire. Even here, it sprouts and blossoms like the blind artist, Berthold Ordner, a
star shining in the dark.”
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MORE: Atlanta group plants daﬀodils downtown to spread Holocaust awareness
Of the 15,000 children who passed through the fortress’s gates at Terezin, only about
150 survived. Of the 40 boys who contributed to Vedem, nine survived, according to
Taraseiskey. On Sept. 28, 1944, Petr was sent on a transport and ultimately to his
death at an Auschwitz gas chamber. Hanus was also sent on a transport to Auschwitz.
Some of the surviving children who contributed to Vedem eventually immigrated to
the United States.
King, one of the co-creators of the exhibit, said even though the boys wrote about a
solemn subject matter, they were, after all, teenage boys, and they sprinkled humor
throughout the publication, “to help keep their minds oﬀ being in prison.”
“The range of subject matter was stunning. On the light side, there was everything
from bathroom humor to girl crushes to sarcastic references to the guards,” said King.
“And then there would also be something as somber as working in the crematorium.”
King said the curators of the exhibit wanted to give the exhibit a bold punk rock ethos
to help make it visually contemporary and accessible to young people. It’s
https://www.ajc.com/lifestyles/breman-vedem-exhibit-explores-secret-teen-magazine-nazi-camp/MIvJfaI1MuSAqgh9MTOtNO/
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“These boys were not victims,” said King. “They were incredibly courageous and
sought the truth at great risk. … We are hoping viewers, especially young viewers, will
see them as examples to follow.”
MORE: MJCCA’s 27th annual Book Festival: how it all comes together
The publication had a logo of sorts — a shield with what looks to be a rocket shooting
into a book.
According to interviews with some of the survivors, King said, the shields “stood for
pursuing knowledge and shooting for the stars.”
The boys also penned a manifesto that is showcased at the exhibit in capital letters,
highlighted in bright yellow. It includes the following:

We shall not allow our hearts to be hardened by hatred and anger, but today and
forever, our highest aim shall be love for our fellow men, and contempt for racial,
religious and nationalistic strife.
EVENT PREVIEW
“Vedem Underground: The Secret Magazine of the Terezin Ghetto (1942-1944)”
Through March 10. 10 a.m.-5 p.m. Sundays-Thursdays; 10 a.m.-4 p.m. Fridays. Closed
on Saturdays. Please note: The museum is closed on most Jewish and federal
holidays. Check the museum calendar for speciﬁc dates. $4-$12; free for children
under 3 and members. Breman Museum, 1440 Spring St. NW., Atlanta. 678-2223700, thebreman.org.
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